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Abstract—In modern conditions in the field of medicine, raster 

image analysis systems are becoming more widespread, which 

allow automating the process of establishing a diagnosis based on 

the results of instrumental monitoring of a patient. One of the most 

important stages of such an analysis is the detection of the mask of 

the object to be recognized on the image. It is shown that under 

the conditions of a multivariate and multifactorial task of 

analyzing medical images, the most promising are neural network 

tools for extracting masks. It has also been determined that the 

known detection tools are highly specialized and not sufficiently 

adapted to the variability of the conditions of use, which 

necessitates the construction of an effective neural network model 

adapted to the definition of a mask on medical images. An 

approach is proposed to determine the most effective type of 

neural network model, which provides for expert evaluation of the 

effectiveness of acceptable types of models and conducting 

computer experiments to make a final decision. It is shown that to 

evaluate the effectiveness of a neural network model, it is possible 

to use the Intersection over Union and Dice Loss metrics. The 

proposed solutions were verified by isolating the brachial plexus 

of nerve fibers on grayscale images presented in the public 

Ultrasound Nerve Segmentation database. The expediency of 

using neural network models U-Net, YOLOv4 and PSPNet was 

determined by expert evaluation, and with the help of computer 

experiments, it was proved that U-Net is the most effective in terms 

of Intersection over Union and Dice Loss, which provides a 

detection accuracy of about 0.89. Also, the analysis of the results 

of the experiments showed the need to improve the mathematical 

apparatus, which is used to calculate the mask detection 

indicators. 

 
Keywords—model; neural network; object mask; medical 

images 

I. INTRODUCTION 

URRENTLY, raster image recognition systems are widely 

used in various fields of science and technology. The field 

of medical diagnostics is no exception. The capabilities of 

medical diagnostic devices and hardware-computer systems 

lead to a wide range of types of images. A range of processing 

and analysis methods are used for their interpretation, 

transformation and research. At the same time, one of the main 

tasks of processing the obtained medical images is the 

allocation of a mask of the target object on it, which is subject 

to further research. With a significant amount of received 

medical images, the complexity of their operational analysis 

necessitates the use of appropriate automation tools. At the 
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same time, known extraction systems are highly specialized and 

insufficiently adapted to the variability of application 

conditions, which leads to the need to develop new solutions in 

this area. 

II. ANALYSIS OF LITERARY WORKS IN THE FIELD OF BITMAP 

IMAGE SEGMENTATION 

Work [9] is devoted to the development of a low-resolution 

image processing sequence for the selection of objects specified 

by several parameters. Filtering of the halftone image is 

implemented using a low-pass Gaussian filter, and threshold 

division of the intensity histogram is used for shadow levelling. 

The actual selection of the boundaries of the object was carried 

out using the Kenny algorithm. It should be noted that the 

effectiveness of the presented processing method, and the main 

effectiveness of the stages of boundary selection and search for 

working objects, cause certain doubts, which are primarily 

related to the description of experiments on searching for 

sufficiently primitive objects on raster images and the 

application of the boundary selection algorithm, which does not 

ensure the separation of boundaries of objects that intersect 

with each other. 

Article [15] is devoted to the development of a strategy for 

object segmentation in digital images. The features of 

segmentation of objects on digital microstructural images, 

characteristic of digital images of the metal surface obtained 

with a microscope, were studied. The concept of a segmentation 

strategy is proposed, which is based on the assumption of the 

semantic poverty of neighbourhood relations provided by the 

iconic level of the digital matrix of the image, the application 

of which leads to regular errors. It is assumed that the influence 

of the error and the segmentation goal is minimized when 

moving to a more complex semantic model of neighbourhood 

relations characteristic of the property of the object. The forms 

of syntactic neighbourhood relations defined in [14] were 

applied. 

In [18], a method of segmentation of medical images showing 

identical objects is proposed. The identified segmentation 

method is based on the analysis of the homogeneity index of the 

array of input images, which is calculated based on the 

brightness of such images. It is declared that due to the use of 

this method, it is possible to qualitatively divide the test image 

into the background, constituent parts, and contours of the 

target objects. The specified image segments are characterized 
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using an array of binary images. As evidenced by the results of 

the experiments given in [18], the method does not allow to 

ensure sufficient quality of segmentation of arbitrary images, 

which can be explained by the use of exclusively classical 

approaches to image processing based on explicit algorithmic 

classification rules using threshold values that are set using 

expert rules.  

In [13], the justification of the multi-stage algorithm for 

selection, detection and evaluation of the parameters of images 

of aerial objects for automatic tracking systems is given. It is 

indicated that video cameras recording images in the visible and 

infrared range are the source of image acquisition. The 

algorithm is based on the principle that to choose between the 

hypothesis Y1, which indicates the presence of the object, and 

the hypothesis Y2, which indicates its absence, the value of the 

coefficient of the likelihood ratio is calculated, which is 

compared with a predetermined threshold. 

In the work [19], which is devoted to the improvement of the 

computer vision of industrial robots, the justification of 

algorithms and methods of selection invariant to rotation, 

transfer and scaling of features of objects are given. The above 

developments are based on the methods of skeletonization, 

contour construction and image segmentation, which allow 

obtaining from the initial image first objects from open lines, 

then objects from closed lines, and as a result a so-called 

silhouette form, which consists of planar objects. 

It should be noted that, in general, the proposed approaches to 

the segmentation of the initial images of the dissertation work 

[19] have no fundamental differences from the works [13, 18], 

and its scientific novelty mainly consists in the application of 

certain classical image processing algorithms and the use of 

certain processing coefficients. For example, the applied 

skeletonization algorithm can be presented in the form of a 

symbiosis of well-known image binarization and denoising 

algorithms. 

In the article [2], the algorithm for the automatic selection of 

moving objects in the case of multispectral observation is 

considered. When developing the algorithm, mathematical 

models of images were used, which provide the possibility of 

taking into account geometric transformations caused by the 

movement of the image sensor. In addition, the possibility of 

levelling noise associated with geometric distortions caused by 

atmospheric disturbances is declared. In an analytical form, the 

decision-making rule for assigning a single point to the target 

object is written in the form: 

𝑢∗(𝑏1, 𝑏2) = {
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑝 (𝑏1,

𝑏2

ℎ
= 0) < 𝛿

0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑝 (𝑏1,
𝑏2

ℎ
= 0) ≥ 𝛿

,              (1)   

where (𝑏1, 𝑏2) is the decision-making result; δ is the threshold 

value; 𝑏1, 𝑏2 – pixel brightness in each of the observation 

channels; 𝑝 (𝑏1,
𝑏2

ℎ
= 0) is the conditional density of the 

brightness distribution of the target image. 

To calculate the threshold value δ, specific expressions are 

used, which, as in works [2, 15, 19], include sets of coefficients 

specified using expert rules.  

Note that the OpenCV library, which is used to implement 

computer vision tools, also implements services that can be 

classified as the selection of objects on a raster image. These 

services include boundary selection, K-means (clustering), 

watershed and threshold segmentation. In the case of clustering, 

the feature space of image objects is divided into clusters if the 

specified criterion of this object exceeds a predetermined value. 

All objects in the image are first distributed by clusters, and 

then by segments that unite the elements of one cluster. 

Combining into a segment is implemented by defining the 

homogeneity criterion. The effectiveness of the functioning of 

these services mainly depends on empirically determined 

threshold coefficients.  

Thus, the analysis of modern literary sources related to the 

basic technologies for solving the problem by selecting objects 

on images allows us to reasonably assert that the features of 

these technologies, which consist in the use of empirically 

determined coefficients, significantly complicate their 

application in solving multivariate and multifactorial problems 

of segmentation of medical images. A promising way to correct 

these shortcomings is the use of neural network solutions in the 

methods of semantic segmentation of medical images [3, 12]. 

At the same time, known neural network systems for the 

segmentation of raster images are highly specialized and 

insufficiently adapted to the variability of application 

conditions [10, 17]. 

III. FORMULATION OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEMS 

Development and research of a neural network model 

designed to determine the mask of an object in medical images. 

IV. DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH OF A NEURAL NETWORK 

MODEL  

As a starting point of the development, the approach given in 

[20, 21] for determining the most effective neural network 

model was used, which is generally described as follows: 

𝑁𝑒𝑓 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐸𝑁1
, 𝐸𝑁2

, … 𝐸𝑁𝐾
) , 𝑁𝑘 ∈ {𝑁}𝐾 ,             (2) 

where 𝑁𝑒𝑓 is the most effective type of neural network model, 

𝐸𝑁𝐾
 is the efficiency of the k-th type of neural network model, 

K is the number of acceptable types of neural network models, 

𝑁𝑘 is the k-th type of neural network model, {𝑁}𝐾 is the set of 

acceptable types of neural network models. 

At the same time, to formalize the procedure for evaluating 

the effectiveness of the kth type of neural network model, it is 

possible to use the results of works [10, 22], which provide the 

rationale for such a procedure using expert evaluation methods.   

When determining the set of acceptable types of neural 

network models, it is taken into account that the vast majority 

of tested neural network models of semantic segmentation use 

an encoder and a decoder built based on a convolutional neural 

network of one of the modern types [1, 3]. The basic structural 

diagram of such a model is shown in fig. 1. 

The complexity of developing and testing original 

convolutional neural networks that can be used as the basis of 

an encoder and decoder determines the feasibility of forming 

the set {𝑁}𝐾 based on neural network models that have proven 

their effectiveness in related tasks of semantic segmentation.  

Based on the results of [5, 6], acceptable types of neural 

network models include U-Net, YOLOv4, and PSPNet, the 

parameters of which are given in works [4, 7, 16]. Note that the 

U-Net encoder and decoder are slightly modified versions of 

the VGGtype convolutional neural network. 
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Fig. 1. Structural diagram of the neural network model designed for semantic 

segmentation of images 

The modification mainly consists in removing the fully 

connected and output layers of neurons from the VGG network. 

The YOLOv4 neural network model is based on the 

GoogLeNet architecture, which made it possible to use the so-

called Inception modules in the model, which provides the 

possibility of reducing the resource consumption of the model 

without a noticeable loss of accuracy and learning speed. 

Another feature of YOLOv4 is the use of PAN (Path 

Aggregation Networks) technology, which uses feature 

pyramids to combine feature maps of the lower and upper levels 

of the neural network model. The PSPNet neural network 

model is based on the ResNet architecture and ensures that 

contextual information is taken into account when selecting an 

object mask [7, 11]. For this, the model uses an intermediate 

pool for the classification and comparison of pyramids of 

selected features.  

According to the results of [8, 23, 25], the Accuracy and Loss 

metrics, which are traditionally used to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the type of neural network model, were used to 

estimate 𝐸𝑁𝐾
. At the same time, the specificity of the task of 

determining the mask of an object on a raster medical image 

necessitates the use of specific expressions to assess the 

accuracy of the localization of a fragment of a raster image.  

Based on the results [10, 16], IoU was used as the Accuracy 

indicator, and Dice Loss was used as the Loss indicator, 

calculated using expressions (3, 4). 

𝐼𝑜𝑈(𝐴, 𝐵) = |𝐴 ∩ 𝐵| |𝐴 ∪ 𝐵|⁄ ,                       (3) 

𝐷𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠(𝐴, 𝐵) = 2|𝐴 ∩ 𝐵| |𝐴| + |𝐵|⁄ ,             (4) 

where A, B are the areas to be compared. 

The use of the IoU metric is explained by its approbation in 

the problem of bitmap images segmentation, and the use of the 

Dice Loss metric is explained by its stability when training a 

neural network model on an unbalanced sample. 

The developed neural network models U-Net, YOLOv4 and 

PSPNet are implemented using the Python programming 

language and verified on examples of monochrome images of 

the brachial plexus of nerve fibres presented in a freely 

available database available for download at the link 

https://www.kaggle.com/ competitions/ultrasound-nerve-

segmentation/data.   

The specified database was formed in order to develop an 

automated procedure for determining the location of the 

catheter for giving pain medication to the patient.    

These images were obtained using ultrasound diagnostics. 

Each image is saved in a separate TIF file. In total, the database 

contains 16,808 TIF files. The nerve plexus shown in a separate 

image corresponds to a separate patient and is annotated by  

 

experts using a mask that corresponds to the region of the given 

plexus. An example of a neural plexus and a corresponding 

mask is shown in Fig. 1.  

The size of the original images is 580x420 pixels, the 

resolution is 96 dpi, and the colour depth is 8 bits. Masks are 

binary images with a size of 580x420 pixels. The database used 

to form the training, validation, and the test sample is specified. 

According to the recommendations [21, 24], the volume of the 

training sample is 3994 examples, the validation sample is 845, 

and the test sample is 846 examples. 

 

  
Original image Mask 

Fig. 2. An example of the annotation of the nervous plexus 

The graphs of the accuracy indicators of the segmentation of 

nerve plexuses built on the basis of the results of experiments 

conducted using the U-Net, PSPNet and YOLOv4 neural 

network models are shown in fig. 3-5. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Graphs of accuracy indicators of nerve plexus segmentation using 

the U-Net neural network model 

As evidenced by the analysis of the graphs shown in Fig. 2- 

5, the accuracy of the semantic segmentation of medical images 

using the considered neural network models is approximately 

the same at the later stages of training. At the same time, we can 

find out sharp changes in the segmentation accuracy indicators 

of the validation data in the learning process for the PSPNet 

network and the YOLOv4 network, which indicates a certain 

instability of the learning of these neural network models. 
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Fig. 4. Graphs of accuracy indicators of nerve plexus segmentation using the 

PSPNet neural network model 

 

Fig. 5. Graphs of accuracy indicators of nerve plexus segmentation using the 

YOLOv4 neural network model 

For a better interpretation of the obtained accuracy 

indicators, expert comparison of the results of image 

segmentation with the help of the considered neural network 

models with each other and with the mask presented in the 

training sample was carried out. The expert comparison 

procedure is illustrated with the help of fig. 6-10. In fig. 6 shows 

three examples of different test images (A, B, C) to be 

segmented. In fig. 7 shows the expected output (mask) for each 

of the test images. In fig. 8 shows the segmentation results of 

the test image A performed by the U-Net, YOLOv4 and PSPNet 

networks, in Fig. 9 and fig. 10 - segmentation results of test 

image B and image C, respectively. It should be noted that the 

preparation of data for expert comparison and the comparison 

procedure itself is quite a complex and time-consuming 

process. Therefore, due to limited resources, the expert 

comparison concerned only 100 images of the training sample. 

 

  
A B 

Fig. 6. Test images of the nerve brachial plexus 

  
A B 

Fig. 7. Expected output (mask) for test images 

  
A B 

Fig. 8. Results of mask detection for test images A and B performed by U-Net  

  
A B 

Fig. 9. Results of mask detection for test images A and B performed by 

YOLOv4  

  
A B 

Fig. 10. Results of mask detection for test images A and B performed by 

PSPNet 
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The data of the expert comparison of the results of the mask 

determination on the test images indicate that in most cases the 

quality of the segmentation by the U-Net network is sufficient 

and significantly exceeds the quality of the segmentation by the 

YOLOv4 and PSPNet networks. In addition, the results 

obtained generally correspond to the data of sources [7, 16], 

which prove the high efficiency of the U-Net neural network 

model in segmenting small halftone images in the case of a 

small training sample. Such a statement, on the one hand, 

indicates the expediency of using the U-Net network, and on 

the other hand, it contradicts the values of the accuracy 

indicators displayed on the graphs in Fig. 3-5. This indicates the 

need to improve the mathematical support used to calculate the 

accuracy indicators of image segmentation using neural 

network models, which determines the ways of further research 

in the direction of semantic segmentation of medical images 

using neural networks. It is also advisable to correlate the ways 

of further research with the adaptation of the parameters of the 

neural network model of the most effective type to the 

conditions of the task. In addition, it is advisable to explore the 

possibility of introducing an attention mechanism into the 

encoder and decoder, which can increase the potential for 

detecting object masks not only on static images, but also in the 

video sequence.    

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of scientific and practical works in the field of 

developing systems for extracting object masks on bitmap 

images indicates that the most promising direction for 

increasing their efficiency is the use of neural network tools 

adapted to the expected conditions of use. At the same time, the 

developers of well-known neural network solutions do not pay 

enough attention to the issue of forming theoretical approaches 

to adapting the parameters of a neural network model to the 

most significant conditions of the task of semantic image 

segmentation. An approach is proposed to determine the most 

effective type of neural network model, which provides for 

expert evaluation of the effectiveness of acceptable types of 

models and conducting computer experiments to make a final 

decision. As a result of the research, it was determined that 

among the tests in the tasks of segmentation of raster images, 

the views of neuronetwork models for viewing the mask on 

medical raster images of a small size, the U-Net model is the 

most effective.  The use of this neural network model ensures 

the accuracy of mask selection at the level of 0.89. At the same 

time, the necessity of improving mathematical support, which 

is used to calculate accuracy indicators of image segmentation 

using neural network models, is determined. Also, it is 

advisable to correlate the ways of further research with the 

implementation of the neural network model of the attention 

mechanism in the encoder and decoder, which will allow to 

increase the efficiency of the selection of object masks in the 

video sequence. 
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